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The measures operation is an important component of borehole operation, and the operation effects directly affect the increase
of oil and gas production. In perspective of the present reality of borehole operation company, the authors analyze the commonly
used type of measures on the oil field, summarize six indicators to evaluate the measures operation effect, and give the quantitative
calculation method for six evaluation indicators. Through the experts grading method, we can obtain all the weights of indicators
and then establish the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model of operation effect of measures. The evaluation model can be used
to evaluate the operation effect of single well, oil block, or the branch company. Based on the actual data of measures operation of
a branch company, using the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation approach to evaluate each block in the branch company, this paper
obtained the same conclusion as the qualitative analysis.

1. Introduction

Petroleum and natural gas are two kinds of important re-
sources in people’s material lives and the development proc-
ess of human civilization. The oil and gas resources in the
underground are exploited by way of drilling. But, in the
long-term production process, oil-water wells suffer damage
from the flow of oil and gas without a break and also from the
workover operation in order to maintain normal production
and the alteration measures of oil layer in order to enhance
oil recovery, which make oil wells change every moment and
gradually age, and various types of faults occur, eventually
resulting in the fact that the production of oil wells cannot be
normal, or is even stop production. Therefore, we must take
the borehole operation for the oil-water wells with problems
and faults to make the oil wells resume normal production.
This means that the borehole operation is an important tech-
nology in ensuring the normal production of oil-water
wells in the process of oil field development. Moreover, the
measures operation is a deciding factor in increasing the
production of oil and gas. Currently, the verbal description is

the main method to evaluate operation effects in the
borehole operation; this only stays on the level of qualitative
analysis, and different borehole operation companies for the
emphasis on the operation effects are not the same. The most
concern for the oil-field companies is the output of oil and
gas, and the factors affecting the output of oil and gas are
largely determined by the measures of increasing production
and injection. Accordingly, this paper analyzes these mea-
sures commonly used in oil fields and sums up the evaluation
indicators for evaluating the measure effects. According
to the daily data record about the measure operation in
a borehole operation company, the fuzzy comprehensive
evaluation method can be used to evaluate the operation
effects of measures. Assume that U = {u1,u2, . . . ,um} is
the set of indicators and V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} is the ranking
set, the fuzzy compressive evaluation model is defined as
B = W ◦ R, where “◦” is an operator notation. Generally,
“◦” takes (∧,∨), (∨,∧), or (+, ·). W is the weight vector of
indicators, and R = (ri j)m×n is the evaluation matrix, where
ri j is the degree of possibility of the ith indicator belonging
to the jth ranking.
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2. Evaluation Indicators and
Their Calculation Method

In the process of oil-field development, we often meet
with some low-permeability reservoirs; even under a larger
differential pressure, it is also difficult to obtain high output.
And some reservoirs in the drilling process are invaded by
drilling fluid, so it will lower the reservoir permeability near
the bottom of well, and then lead to decline the oil output. In
addition, oil-water wells in the process of production, due
to various reasons, will also be blocked near the bottom,
making the injected volume for water injection wells and the
oil output for oil wells, thus affecting the mining speed and
the recovery rate. In these cases, we must implement all kinds
of measures to improve these problem reservoirs or wells on
oil-field.

On the oil field, the commonly used stimulation mea-
sures mainly include hydraulic fracturing, acidizing, sand
prevention, water plugging, secondary solidification, sealing
channeling [1–4]. Hydraulic fracturing is an important
technical measure in increasing the production of oil wells
and the injected volume of water wells. It has become a
widely used international method. It squeezes a kind of
liquid with certain viscosity into the reservoirs through
the high pressure, resulting in the reservoirs crack, so as
to improve the permeability of reservoirs. And acidizing
is a kind of widely used measures in improving the oil
reservoir and enhancing the permeability, which utilizes the
characteristics that the acid liquor can dissolve salt contained
in rock formation to improve the reservoir permeability near
wellbore area, so as to achieve the purpose of increasing
the oil output and the water injected volume. Sanding is
one of the common problems for sandstone reservoir in
the recovery process, with great harm, would result in the
reservoirs buried by sand or the wellholes plugged by sand,
causing oil wells to stop production. The quality of these
operating measures is directly related to the benefit of the
oil field, therefore it is very urgent to conduct the effect
evaluation for these operating measures.

From the point of view of evaluation, we can evaluate
from single well a block or the whole oil company and also
from single measures or multiple measures. If we evaluate
the single measures of an oil well, the workload is very large,
because thousands of wells need to be repaired every year for
a borehole operation company, and a well may need to use
more than one kind of measures simultaneously. Therefore,
this paper conducts the effect evaluation in units of blocks.
Assume there are n blocks, denoted as B = {B1,B2, . . . ,Bn}.
Through the analysis, we can evaluate the operating effect of
measures from the following several aspects.

(1) Incremental Output of Oil (u1). The incremental output
of oil is divided into the net incremental oil output (u11)
and the controlled decreasing oil output (u12). The net
incremental oil output is defined as u11 = Q1 − q · u2, where
Q1 is the cumulative oil production after measures operation,
q is the average product before measures operation, and u2

is the period of validity of an oil-water well. The controlled
decreasing oil output is defined as u12 = q · u2 − Q2,

where Q2 is the cumulative oil production calculated by the
natural decreasing law based on the output before measures
operation. Unit: “ton”. As any two blocks are different, this
paper compares the relative incremental oil output.

(2) Period of Validity (u2). The period of validity is defined
as u2 = F2 − F1, where F1 is the date that the average
product after measure operation reaches the ninety percent
of the average product before measure operation and F2 is the
date when the daily production is under the natural decline
oil production after measure operation. Unit: “day”. Here,
compare the average period of validity for each block.

(3) Effective Rate (u3). The effective rate of measures is
defined as u3 = Neff/N , where Neff is the number of effective
measures and N is the total of measures. When the average
output after the measures can be restored to the previous
average output of 90%, we call the measures effective.

(4) Construction Period (u4). The construction period is
defined as u4 = t2 − t1, where t1 is the starting date
of measures and t2 is the data of well completion. Here,
compare the average construction period. Unit: “day”.

(5) Incremental Volume of Water Injection (u5). The incre-
mental volume of water injection is defined as u5 = P−p·u2,
where P is the cumulative volume of water injection after
acidification and p is the average volume of water injection
before acidification. Unit: “ton”. Because any two blocks
are different, this paper compares the relative incremental
volume of water injection.

(6) Water Injection Pressure (u6). Considering the actual
situation of different blocks, this paper adopts the percentage
of reduced value of water injection pressure to compare
each block. The reduced value of water injection pressure
is defined as Δ f = f1 − f2, where f1 is the pressure before
acidification and f2 is the pressure after acidification, so u6 =
( f1 − f2)/ f1 = Δ f / f1.

3. Weights of Evaluation Indicators

The importance of different indicators is different in the
scheme evaluation, and the measures we describe the size
of the importance for an indicator are called the weight
of the indicator. The indicator weight is one kind of
comprehensive measure including both subjective evaluation
and objective expression, reflecting the relative importance
between indicators. At present, there have been dozens of
methods to determine the weights of indicators [5–8]. This
paper proposes a kind of new method to determine the
weights of indicators in the following.

(A) m Experts Draw Their Fuzzy Complementary Matrix by
Pairwise Comparison Method. Assume that the ith expert
compares the above six indicators to get the fuzzy comple-
mentary matrix denoted as Ri = (rst)6 × 6 (i = 1, 2, . . . ,m).
Here, we take the quantity scale of 0.1∼0.9 (see Table 1).
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Table 1: The quantity scale of 0.1∼0.9.

Scale value Definition Explanation

0.5 Equally important Two elements compared, equally important.

0.6 Slightly important
Two elements compared, an element is more slightly important
than another element.

0.7 Obviously important
Two elements compared, an element is more obviously important
than another element.

0.8 Much more important
Two elements compared, an element is much more important than
another element.

0.9 Extremely important
Two elements compared, an element is more extremely important
than another element.

0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 Converse comparison
If ui is compared with uj , get the judgment value ri j , then uj is
compared with ui, the judgment value is rji = 1− ri j .

Table 2: The grading values of m experts.

Indicator u1 Indicator u2 Indicator u3 Indicator u4 Indicator u5 Indicator u6

Expert 1 C11 C12 C13 C14 C15 C16

Expert 2 C21 C22 C23 C24 C25 C26

...
...

...
...

...
...

...

Expert m Cm1 Cm2 Cm3 Cm4 Cm5 Cm6

(B) Summarize the Experts Grading Values. Assume that the
grading value of the ith expert aiming at the indicator of uj

is denoted by Cij =
∑6

t=1r jt, then the grading values of m
experts are shown in Table 2.

(C) Calculate the Weights of Indicators. The weights can be
obtained by means of the following expression:

wj =
∑m

i=1Cij
∑6

j=1

(∑m
i=1Cij

) , (1)

where wj is the weight of jth indicator, Cij is the scoring
value of ith expert to the jth indicator, and m is the number
of experts.

4. Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation on
the Measure Operation Effect

The fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is a kind
of evaluation method with combining fuzzy theory and
mathematical model. According to the given evaluation
criteria and the measured values, by means of the fuzzy
transformation, we can make evaluation of things. The
specific evaluation steps are as follows.

(a) Determine the indicator set of operation evaluation
of measures U = {u1,u2,u3,u4,u5,u6}. Here, u1:
incremental output of oil and gas; u2: period of
validity; u3: Effective rate; u4: construction period;
u5: incremental volume of water injection; u6: water
injection pressure.

(b) Determine the ranking set of operation effect V =
{v1, v2, v3, v4, v5}. Here, take V = {better, good,
general, bad, and worse}.

(c) Determine the weights of all the evaluation indicators
W . We can get the weights by (1).

(d) Write out the evaluation matrix R = (R1,R2,R3,R4,
R5,R6)T , Ri = (ri1, ri2, ri3, ri4, ri5), where ri j is the
degree of possibility of the ith indicator belonging to
the jth ranking.

(e) Establish the fuzzy evaluation model: B = W ◦ R,
where “◦” is an operator notation, here taking (+, ·).

(f) Calculate the evaluation values of indicators B and
normalizing. According to the maximum subordi-
nate principle, we can obtain the fuzzy comprehen-
sive evaluation results.

The above evaluation matrix R is determined based on a
specific block, for different blocks; its value is different. In
order to have a clear sequencing for the measure effects of
all the blocks on an oil-field, it can conduct the following
processing.

Assume that there are n blocks needing to be evaluated,
with 6 indicators of evaluation, so the attribute matrix of
all the indicators can be defined as Y = (yi j)n×6. Since
the attributes are generally incommensurate, the attribute
matrix needs to be normalized so as to transform the various
attribute values into comparable values. For the convenience
of calculation and extension, the following two functions are
used to calculate the degree of membership.

When the jth indicator is the benefit type, the function is
defined by

xi j =
yi j −min1≤i≤n

{
yi j
}

max1≤i≤n
{
yi j
}
−min1≤i≤n

{
yi j
} ,

i = 1, 2, . . . ,n, j = 1, 2, . . . , 6.

(2)
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When the jth indicator is the cost type, the function is
defined by

xi j =
max1≤i≤n

{
yi j
}
− yi j

max1≤i≤n
{
yi j
}
−min1≤i≤n

{
yi j
} ,

i = 1, 2, . . . ,n, j = 1, 2, . . . , 6.

(3)

In the above-mentioned six indicators, the incremental
output of oil and gas, the period of validity, the effective rate,
and the incremental volume of water injection are the benefit
type, while the construction period and the water injection
pressure are the cost type. By (2) and (3), the data matrix
Y = (yi j)n×6 can be transformed into a decision matrix,
denoted as X = (xi j)n×6, and xi j ∈ [0, 1] (i = 1, 2, . . . ,n, j =
1, 2, . . . , 6).

According to the grading values given by experts, through
(1), we can get the weight vector of all the six indicators
W = (w1,w1, . . . ,w6)T . By B =W ·XT , we finally obtain the
comprehensive effects for all the blocks B = (B1,B2, . . . ,Bn)T .

5. Application

The operation data of measures of a borehole operation
company in 2010 is as follows.

Crude oil production is 4.78 million tons, 275600 tons
of which is the incremental production of measures. All
measures are 696 times, and the effective measures are 561
times. The period of validity of measures is 289 days, and the
average construction period for measures is 7 days. In 2010,
the total volume of water injection is 39.41 million cubic
meters, compared with 2009, more than 2.56 million cubic
meters. The average injection pressure of 2010 is 24 MPa, and
in 2009 the average water pressure is 31 MPa.

Through the experts grade, the weight vector of indica-
tors is decided by

W =
{

0.31
w1

,
0.14
w2

,
0.22
w3

,
0.08
w4

,
0.13
w5

,
0.12
w6

}

. (4)

From the above data, we can obtain the following.

(i) Relative incremental oil production of measures:
u1 = 27.56/478 = 5.77%.

(ii) Period of validity: u2 = 289.

(iii) Effective rate: u3 = 561/696 = 80.6%.

(iv) Average construction period: u4 = 7.

(v) Relative incremental volume of water injection: u5 =
256/3941 = 6.50%.

(vi) Relative drop pressure of water injection: u6 = (31−
24)/31 = 22.58%.

Through the random survey for these on-site oil workers,
we acquire the following evaluation matrix:

R =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

0.15 0.27 0.38 0.14 0.06

0.13 0.34 0.25 0.17 0.11

0.37 0.31 0.26 0.13 0.03

0.21 0.26 0.35 0.12 0.06

0.11 0.24 0.33 0.25 0.08

0.28 0.23 0.21 0.16 0.12

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

. (5)

The comprehensive evaluation value can be obtained:

B =W ◦ R =
{

0.2108
v1

,
0.2791
v2

,
0.3061
v3

,
0.1571
v4

,
0.0702
v5

}

.

(6)

Therefore, the operation effect of this company in 2010 is
“general.”

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we establish the fuzzy comprehensive eval-
uation model to evaluate the effect of measures operation
for the oil-water well. It is favorable to solve the evaluation
problem about the operation effect of measures and also
provide a reference for the downhole operation company in
decision making. First of all, we analyze the effect factors of
measures operation in the process of oil-field development
and put forward six indicators to evaluate the operation
effect of measures. Secondly, we present a kind of new
method to determine the weights of evaluation indicators.
Then, summarize the steps to evaluate the operation effect
of measures. Finally, based on the actual data of measures
operation of a branch company, using the fuzzy compre-
hensive evaluation method to evaluate the operation effect
of measures, this paper obtains the same conclusion as the
qualitative analysis.
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